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FOREWORD: 

Rebellion is an attitude as Cuban and as old as our ancestors. The native Hatuey’s 

rebellion in Baracoa is the first manifestation of the struggle of the aboriginal Indians of Cuba 

against exploitation and pursue of the right to freedom. Hatuey with only three hundred 

followers confronted the Spanish conquers that were superiors in armaments and men; He 

was burned alive, but for many the indomitable cacique was the first rebel of America. 

 

Father Félix Varela in 1821 inaugurated the first chair of law in Latin America at the 

seminary of San Carlos and he taught for the first time in this land civil responsibility and the 

opposition to an absolute power. Once appointed as a deputy to the court of Madrid, he 

expressed his interest in the independence of the colonies and his rebellious attitude towards 

King Ferdinand VII, who answered intensifying absolutism. This caused him to be sentenced to 

death, forcing him to take refuge in the United States of America. 

 

José Martí, our apostle, received the intellectual cathedra of Varela through Rafael 

María de Mendive, who was disciple of José de la Luz y Caballero, also inherited the rebellion, 

which took him to jail without turning 17 years old yet; That attitude of rebellion is summarized 

in one of his most relevant thoughts: "Love, mother, to the homeland is not the ridiculous love 

of the earth, nor the grass that our plants tread; it is the invincible hatred of those who oppress 

it, the eternal resentment of those who attack it. " 

 

The rebellion of Carlos Manuel de Cespedes, the slaves, the Cuban creoles like Antonio 

Maceo, with his maximum expression of rebellion in the Baragua protest, and many more, are 

evidence of the struggle for independence until the establishment of the Republic of Cuba in 

1902. Afterward, rebellion of the Cuban people is also manifested in 1929 with the national 

protest that removed Gerardo Machado from power, leaving Carlos Manuel de Cespedes y 

Quesada as president, who was replaced with another rebellion. This time a military rebellion 

called “the uprising of the sergeants” directed by Fulgencio Batista. 

 

This nation that found the democratic cause sealed in 1940 with one of the most 

advanced constitutions of its time, also saw the collapse of its democracy in 1952 with a coup 
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d’état, which led to the beginning the most cruel and murderous armed revolution in the 

modern hemisphere in 1953, headed by one of the most despotic and criminal human beings 

of these times, Fidel Castro. A nation that started to bloom in prosperity even under a 

dictatorship, has, since them, been destroyed economically, politically, morally, and spiritually 

by another Castro-Stalinist-Totalitarian tyranny for almost 60 years that has cost us hundreds 

of deaths by firing squad , hundreds murdered in unlawful prisons, thousands disappeared in 

the sea and in the jungles of South America, thousands of political prisoners beaten and 

tortured, others killed all over the world in armed conflicts, and thousands of deaths due to lack 

of food, medicines, or medical attention as a result of the governmental helplessness by the 

loss of the Russian subsidy and even counting with the Venezuelan subsidy. 
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DEDICATION: 

 

 

This protect is dedicated to all Cubans who want to live in freedom, democracy, 

prosperity, and harmony in the pursue of happiness and well-being "with everyone and for the 

good of all". 
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Introduction: 

This project has been inspired by the idea of a group of Cubans who saw in a day of 

National Rebellion their hope to be free or at least to initiate the road to freedom. 

This project has been created to educate, to prepare, and to organize all the Cubans of 

the world who responsibly want to go out in the streets peacefully one day, that it is yet to be 

determined strategically, calling it the R Day, referring to rebellion, or it can be also called L 

Day referencing freedom. However, this does not mean that if on that day the dictatorship 

decides to repress, the people will not have the responsibility and the right to defend 

themselves from the unlawful repression.  

This project has as its only leader all Cubans, especially all those who feel the pain of 

the entire people and have the desire for freedom, prosperity, and happiness. 

Those who organize the project within Cuba will remain anonymous for their safety, 

giving the responsibility of authorship, copyrights, and representation of the project to the 

Cuban citizen Wilfredo E. Beyra González resident in Arizona, United States of America. 

This project does not need financing, the only investment we need is the heart and 

courage of each Cuban. 

 

Its motto: 

"Rebellion, Freedom, and Prosperity" 

 

Thought quote: 

"When tyranny becomes law, rebellion is a right" 

                                                                                    Simon Bolivar 

 

Our mission: 

• Restate the constitutional order. 

• Rescue the democratic principles and respect for human rights. 

• Rescue ethical and moral principles, patriotism and civic responsibility.  

• Become truly free to defend the sovereignty and independence of our people. 
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Chapter I 

 

 

 

 

Why National Rebellion? 

 

Rebellion is an uprising against an authority or government (in this case against an 

illegitimate authority or government that became a totalitarian tyranny, as it is the Cuban 

dictatorship), with intention of overthrow it and replace it with a legitimate government in 

democracy. This rebellion is a way to resist and to abolish the modern slavery in Cuba. 

Rebellion is a social movement or collective manifestation of rejection of authority that 

can be peaceful or violent, in this case we are opting and seeking for a peaceful manifestation. 

Although, it is a peaceful movement, the message of the project is a clear message of 

REBELLION kept out of respect for those who had the idea inside of Cuba. 
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Chapter II 

 

Stages of the project: 

• Call to Action: The call has been made by social networks to every Cuban who 

wants freedom, prosperity, and happiness for the Cuban nation, so they can feel ownership of 

the project and help to execute it. The most effective way to make the call is from person to 

person, primarily within Cuba, although we will use all the means at our disposal. 

 

• Educate: We must educate all Cubans on civic responsibility and the loss of fear 

toward the dictatorship because the tyranny will lose its power when the people stop obeying 

them. We shall educate our people in patriotism, the love of our national symbols, and our 

history to show the example of those who founded the nation both in thought and in heroic 

actions. 

 

• Strategies: The seven strategies we must meet before going out into the streets. 

1) Educate and train Cubans within the island in civil disobedience through the attitude of 

not cooperating with tyranny in the next six months, the so called “attitude of the crossed 

arms”. For those Cubans in exile, limit the sending of money and packages to Cuba to the 

minimum in the next six months, only giving priority to medicines, food, and cellphone 

recharges that will allowed to send information, transmit, and call days before, during, and after 

the rebellion. 

2) Encourage patriotism by calling Cubans to follow the legacy of Martí and Maceo fighting 

for a better future. 

3) Propagate the project in every corner of the world and every corner of Cuba. 

4) Not depending on a movement or political party, allows opposition leaders to support 

this project within the island remaining anonymous to avoid imprisonment before the R Day. 

5) We must prepare the resistance with food and water because we do not know how long 

we will be in the streets. 

6) Opposition groups can join the project, but above all, they must join together to have a 

transitional interim government ready to restore the constitutional thread and the democratic 
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order, as well as request support from international institutions to maintain the order during the 

transition. 

7) Develop a global strategic plan to target especially our South American brothers who 

also suffer a tyranny under the Castro regime, for example Nicaraguans, Venezuelans, and 

Bolivians among others to support the R Day with manifestations inside those countries as well 

as in any other where they may be in exile. Finally, ask for support from international 

organizations such as the OAS, the UN, other human rights organizations, the support of the 

free world countries, the prayer and accompaniment of all the churches for this important day. 

 

• The manifestation on the streets: We shall resist violence and defend ourselves 

staying away from falling into anarchy. Our success depends on leading is in as many Cubans 

to the streets as possible in peace. We need a challenging population that poses and 

demonstrates a deliberate protest against of the tyranny through disobedience leaving no room 

for submission, but it must be done with extreme discipline in order to not give a reason for 

violence from the regime. We must resist the desire of revenge because they have weapons 

and trained forces. We must not allow vandalism in our protest like breaking glass or carry out 

looting, that would justify the use of force from the tyranny and it would tarnish our noble 

cause. We must remain united in large groups for safety, isolated actions can be fatal, the 

largest number of people killed during the rebellion in Venezuela and Nicaragua was against 

small groups of young people. We must include everyone, young people, workers, students, 

and intellectuals, marching feeling free to go out with what their heart dictates, a picture of 

Jesus Christ, a Cuban flag, a poster against the dictatorship, a band of any color, something 

that will show rejection of this cruel tyranny. The march of Cubans living in other countries is 

very important, therefore we must ask for the necessary permits from authorities in the cities 

and countries where we intent to participate. We encourage everyone to travel to Cuba to 

accompany our brothers within the island in our sacred right to demand freedom, this is a high 

moral, human, and patriotic act worthy of admiration and respect of all, therefore all Cubans 

that can and will travel to Cuba for the R Day by means of air or water to accompany our 

compatriots will be highly respected and appreciated.  
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Chapter III 

Who are we facing? 

We are facing the Castro family, the military leadership that supports them, and the 

group of lackeys committed ideologically to them. The count with a force of around 900 

thousand communist militants between the Communist party and the Union of Young 

Communist, about 65 thousand men in the armed forces and can be expected to have a 

similar amount in the Ministry from the Interior, as they call their law enforcers. However, a 

large number of these repressive forces are currently in Nicaragua and Venezuela, which in 

total they are around one million units representing less than 10% of the Cuban population. It 

is they who dominate ten million of Cuban proving mathematically that it is not possible to 

repress the majority without counting of with that million as a whole if we have a large 

response. Additionally, this project contemplates the weaknesses of the tyranny: 

1) Economic crisis, lack of liquidity and the impossibility of obtaining credits. 

2)  Dissatisfaction of the military, especially those of medium and low rank. 

3) Their suppressive forces have relatives outside of Cuba who can call their military or 

communist family and warn them not to make the mistake of going out to repress the people 

on this day, in addition to many of those repressors that will not have the courage to repress 

their own family nor will they allow Castro's paramilitaries to abuse their relatives who 

peacefully claim their right to be free. 

4) Double morals in their own ranks, the same ones who shout the first of May in favor of 

the dictatorship, shouted "freedom" and "we are not afraid" when Pope John Paul II was in 

Cuba. It is very difficult to know how a Cuban think in the bottom of his or her heart trying to 

identify the majority with a mathematically evident minority, who seem happy with rum and 

reggaeton music miss respecting the millions of Cubans who do not focus their lives alone in 

banalities, bad habits, and addictions. 

5) Their symbols and their ideology fall apart; the people are tired of the same. 

6)  Fear of post-dictatorship punishment. Letting the military know that they will receive the 

greatest punishment on the day of freedom if they repress the people will make them think 

before repression. 

7) The amount of repressive forces. Accustomed to suppressing small groups, they are not 

prepared to repress a large crowd. 
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Chapter IV 

 

 

 

 

Political and government program. 

For now, and waiting for unity among the opposition forces, our project assumes as 

political and government program the one from the Cuban Nationalist Party (CNP) in the event 

that the R Day ignites the spark that gives us the way out of the dictatorship in power 

and presents itself that political scenario. We assume the CNP’s program by its virtue and the 

fact that this is the only political party that has expressed its unconditional support for the 

National Rebellion project. 

 

Cubans, it's time to stop talking and it's time to act as Cubans. We will do it peacefully, 

but bravely and determined to show that we do not want that one small group of people, who 

think they are superiors and owners of our country, continue to destroy our nation. 

 

 

 

Everyone has to prepare for the R Day because that day “THE COROJO BREAKS” 

("SE ROMPE EL COROJO”). 

 


